Conference Zine by Schaeverbeke, Robin
A zine (an abbreviation of the word fanzine, or magazine; pronounced [zi:n], “zeen”) is most 
commonly a small circulation publication of original or appropriated texts and images. More 
broadly, the term encompasses any self-published work of minority interest usually reproduced via 
photocopier on a variety of colored paper stock. A popular definition includes that circulation must 
be 5,000 or less, although in practice the significant majority are produced in editions of less than 
100, and profit is not the primary intent of publication. Zines are written in a variety of formats, 
from computer-printed text to comics to handwritten text (an example being Cometbus). Print 
remains the most popular zine format, usually photo-copied with a small circulation. Topics covered 
are broad, including fanfiction, politics, art and design, ephemera, personal journals, social theory, 
single topic obsession, or sexual content far enough outside of the mainstream to be prohibitive of 
inclusion in more traditional media. The time and materials necessary to create a zine are seldom 
matched by revenue from sale of zines. Small circulation zines are often not explicitly copyrighted 
and there is a strong belief among many zine creators that the material within should be freely 
distributed.
[source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zine]
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I was walking down the the street in 
Trastavere one morning when I saw 
Steve Lacey, one of our group’s members 
at the time, coming out of a bar. Without 
thinking I went up to him, took out my 
little recorder, and said: “Steve, in fifteen 
seconds, tell me the difference between 
composition and improvisation.”
Without hesitation, Steve replied: “In 
fifteen seconds, the difference between 
composition and improvisation is that 
in composition you have all the time you 
want to think about what to say in fif-
teen seconds, while in improvisation you 
have only fifteen seconds.” (Later I timed 
his recorded answer with a stopwatch 
and found that it took only fifteen sec-
onds.)
Frederic Rzewski, Little Bangs: A Nihilist Theory of Improvisation (taken from audio culture 
(readings in modern music, edited by christoph cox and daniel warner), The Continuum 
International Publishing Group Inc. New York 2004
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f*!•ing personal (editorial)
Welcome to another Messing With Media zine. I will have to excuse myself that it took 
so long to produce a fresh issue but things haven’t been what they where supposed to be 
like on my side. It took the conference deadline to push me to get on with some work, I 
don’t know where I would have been, research-wise, without that deadline. I know it’s not 
customary to expand on private issues in a, supposedly, academic presentation but before 
you venture with “us” inside this zine I would like to clarify some things which undeniably 
also shaped the content of this zine.
The little book you are holding was written and conceived in the middle of one the most 
fucked-up situations I had to deal with, ever. Family-wise we decided to blow things up 
during the time I was writing the abstract for the conference somewhere in october. Emo-
tionally things started to go from bad to worse and back again. When I look at the stuff 
I prepared for the conference it will always reek of the circumstances that shaped it. The 
abstract, for instance, was written from my first refuge-adress at “choca’s” big table. After 
which I expanded my travelling belongings (clothes and a few key-books) and moved on 
to start writing the paper at Hidde’s place (Hidde was travelling Thailand in order to 
deal with some of his own issues). In the end I finalised the paper round christmas at my 
mom’s place  in Bruges and actually send it from Saske’s adress in Antwerp. From there 
on I started writing and editing the zine at Mariska’s place in Rotterdam (Mariska being 
at work in Italy during that time). This is not to mention the occasional work in between 
things at our department, in trains and stations and everywhere where I could find a little 
minute to open my little mac and get something done. 
Why should you know? Because maybe you should know, this zine was written without 
my library, without a steady place to stay, constantly moving things around. In the middle 
of a confusing situation and in between trying to frame things while caring for a confused 
5 year old son. Still I can only say: I fuckin’ did it! It wouldn’t have been possible with 
the help of all those people mentioned above and many many more. I couldn’t have done 
without the generous providing of some books which inspired this issue: John Zorn’s 
Arcana 1+2 (thanks Bruno) and the Audio Culture reader (thanks Carl)*, the critical 
studies in improvisation website and of course the ever helpful Wikipedia and Google 
search engine. 
I had hoped to get things somewhat more together and clear but considering the circum-
stances I’m glad I managed to produce something which mirrors my ambitions at least 
a little bit. There is the re-introduction which inserts some new concepts within MWM. 
There is an exploration upon concepts and ideas within musical improvisation and ex-
tended techniques compared to designerly drawing. I met Helene Aerts who offered more 
than insights, ideas and inspiration; I think we both are glad to be able to share some 
ideas, upon this thing called architectural sketching . Finally I talked to Tomas Nollet and 
Anthony Duffeleer upon their graphical approaches and the multitude of things they do 
within their studios. And last but not least I finally managed to interview the ever busy 
and long time friend Steve Herzeel.... In the end life is great and I hope you can enjoy and 
appreciate the content of this zine.
thanks to all who made this possible
robin
*(references later on in this issue)
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[the abstract] Messing With Media (MWM) is a concept and an evolving research project rooted 
within a teaching practice. The concept explores the mixing and blending of graphical tools, inter-
faces and modes of drawing in order to visualise designerly ideas. The research project investigates 
different modes of implementation of the concept within curricular development, how to write 
about practical issues within designerly drawing and how to pursue academic research in a, to some 
extent, non-academic field of inquiry. The teaching practice is concerned with introductions and 
courses within “architectural drawing and sketching” and started off some 5 years ago. The concept 
was already there. 
The “Messing” in the title constitutes a pejorative shorthand for artistic experimentation, improvi-
sation and following one’s gut when working (graphically) towards emerging design-solutions. 
From a practical angle, the “Media” one supposedly messes around “with”, includes different instru-
ments, tools, carriers, interfaces and so on, one can attend to in order to “materialise” embryonic 
spatial ideas and – research-wise, inquires different ways to communicate, visualise and disperse 
ideas within our inquiries. Within MWM we define Media, to paraphrase Marshall McLuhan as 
“any extension of one’s self “ [1]. From there on one could conclude that the unlimited combina-
tions of (designerly) extensions constitutes MWM’s field of inquiry. Ultimately MWM provides 
the project with  a plural alter ego which reflects on – and researches aspects of practice-related 
designerly drawing to infuse them in our curricular development.
what is messing with media?
NOTE: Within the following we opted to introduce some of the recent key-themes within 
MWM; in a way these new points of view also guided  the content of this publication. A full 
re-introduction of the MWM concept is in the making but we would rather postpone publishing 
that one until we have fully grasped the academical consequences of our courses of inquiries. In 
other words: to be continued...
Have you ever attended a “free improvisation” concert? You didn’t? You should 
try it, at least once! The general idea of such performances is that one or more 
instrumentalists gather and try to, solely and/or collectively invent a piece of 
music before an audience, on the spot. The invented sounds and spheres can fire 
in any direction from shear musical poetry to ramblings of noise and everything 
in between. You never know what will come at you since you are in the hands of 
instant creators working within the moment. Musicians try to step up empty, no 
rules, no pre-defined agreements, the music takes them and the gathered audi-
ence where the moment, the environment and their fellow musicians lead them 
to. Listeneners react in shear joy or start crying out «those guys are just messing 
about, this ain’t music, this is pure chaos»; generally there is no in between. 
Have you ever been involved in a preliminary drawing session intended to ex-
plicit spatial, morphological and other design options? The state of mind is quite 
similar compared to our improvising artists. There is the blank page, the idea 
of stepping up and inventing something new on the spot. There is the tendency 
to approach instruments and modes of thinking in onorthodox, sometimes 
anarchistic ways. It’s about letting everything go in order to trust upon intui-
tion, gathered knowledge and experience in order to create. Within preliminary 
design processes it’s about suggesting future design possibilities which will shape 
things to come rather than finalised ideas.
MWM, and this may come as a disappointment to some of you out there, doesn’t 
intend to compare the act of designing to the act of improvising. However inter-
esting that may be – our concept deals with the act of drawing within a process 
of design, to be more specific: the embryonic undefined phase within design 
development. If we state that starting up a project is a process quite similar to im-
provisation within music than we could extend this statement towards our study 
of graphical treatment. The incorporation of tools and techniques during the act 
of designing seems equally similar to the treatment of instruments and playing 
techniques within the art of improvisation. Eddie Prévost maxim: «one has to 
approach the instrument and performance like it’s a first time, every time again» 
[2] seems to hold for us, designers, too and that’s what we intend to look into. 
The ultimate goal of our inquiries is to translate the researched material and 
foundings into a fresh curriculum dedicated to improvising with graphical tools. 
The messing within the title should be read as such: experimentation, improvisa-
tion, tinkering, bricoler and so on – messing sounded more challenging and takes 
in all variations of personal expression, whatever mode or style. 
Why Media? Broadly speaking media is our means of communication. Research-
wise there’s the theory on media and there’s the things we use and abuse day by 
day in order to communicate (design). We paraphrased Marshall McLuhan’s 
“(...) extensions of  oneself ” because MWM inquires media and/or “tools” which 
provide our designing minds with a visual token of the thinking involved. Within 
architecture and design we communicate through drawings, models, technical 
data and so on in order to build or manufacture things. 
Our means of communications most commonly is refered to as “architectural 
media”. In a way our “architectural media” serves as a visual surrogate for our 
designs. Dalibor Vasely coined our idea of representation quite well within his 
publication “Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation”: «The problem of 
representation is closely linked with the process of making (poiésis) and with creative imitation 
(mimésis). Each project, however small or unimportant, begins with a program-or at least a 
vision of the anticipated result. Such a program or a vision is formed in the space of experience 
and knowledge available to each of us. The result can be seen as the single actualisation of an 
infinite number of possibilities. The formation of the program can be modified or improved 
through words or drawings because they make the potential field of possibilities present and 
available. Under such conditions, the actual result becomes a representation of the latent pos-
sibilities, bringing into focus their typical characteristics and enhancing their presence. Such 
focus takes place each time we succeed in grasping what is essential to a performance space, a 
concert hall, a particular urban space, and so on in a project. Thus, as Hans-Georg Gadamer 
points out, in contrast to the conventional understanding, “representation does not imply that 
something merely stands in for something else as if it were a replacement or substitute that 
enjoys a less authentic, more indirect kind of existence. On the contrary what is represented is 
itself present in the only way available to it.”»[3] 
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The H.G. Gadamer citation really sums it all up: we draw in order to make some-
thing clear about something which isn’t there yet. In order to do that we have 
to draw in a specific way in to make our ideas clear and understandable towards 
third parties within the building process.
From our own experience and through talking to different practitioners within 
the field we content that (architectural) drawing seems to have mutated in a 
multitude of different modes and combinations which all share the attempt to 
visualise designerly thought. They differ because every designer and their ideas 
within design call for different strategies to communicate visually. This conten-
tion drove us to enroll into a research project investigating how to insert this 
multitude of drawing strategies towards communication within (architectural-) 
education. The questioning of traditional didactical tools within architectural 
drawing  was what triggered the outlines of MWM and now the aim is to inves-
tigate different modes of teaching in order to broaden the communicative and 
expressive capabilities of our current curriculum. If, we asked ourselves, drawing 
has mutated into a multi-layered variety of possibilities what exactly do we have 
to teach our “youngsters”? In order to get a kind of an overview concerning con-
temporary ways of representation we started investigating publications and texts 
concerning representation, drawing, visualisation, graphical theory and so on. 
We started talking to architects and designers aiming at retrieving information 
on their drawing techniques and strategies within design to see what contempo-
rary architectural media could possibly be about. Finally we started contacting 
collegues within the field in order to share and discuss ideas. The idea is to map 
these different approaches in order to broaden our knowledge on contemporary 
(architectural/designerly) drawing. 
We already had improvisation as a founding tool for our courses, we added the 
strategy of combining tools, techniques and theories within (architectural/de-
signerly) drawing as an inspirational tool and ultimately we have to add design 
as a generator of ideas. Ultimately within design and architecture it’s designerly 
thinking which drives us to the drawing, in whatever form. Drawing within 
design transcends drawing as a practice because within our designing practice 
drawing (re-)defines design.
 MWM, to us, is a way to extend and augment a teaching practice with 
(on-going) investigations in order to expand knowledge on technique, wisdom 
and tradition within the act of architectural drawing. MWM doesn’t see itself as a 
project governed by one sole person but consists of a multitude of people who ex-
press themselves through the use of different things and modes of expression in 
order to extend themselves with a plural view on representing the world around 
us. As such MWM serves as a alter ego from which we can write about anything 
suitable to the concept of MWM. MWM consists of anyone who messes around 
with any extension in order to express themselves, designerly. 
[1] Marshall McLuhan, “Understanding Media”, critical edition (edited by Terrence Gordon) Corto 
Madera CA and Hamburg: Gingko Press, 2003
[2]  See: Eddie Prévost, “No Sound Is Innocent”, Copula/Matchless, London, 1995
[3] Dalibor Vasely , “Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation”, MIT-press, London-
Massachusetts, 2004
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Some works of sculptor David Bowen who is interested in the outcomes that occur when machines 
interact with the natural world. Although he has only received an MFA degree from the University 
of Minnesota in 2004, he has already exhibited internationally and is currently Assistant Professor 
of Sculpture at the University of Minnesota, Duluth. (http://www.dwbowen.com/)
Fred Frith extending his guitar 
with some awkward devices during 
a concert .
http://www.fredfrith.com/
Our conceptual vocabulary has changed, 
and we need a new set of metaphors to reflect those changes.
Mark Dresser [1]
Extending technique
Since drawing while designing and vice versa designing while drawing is an instant 
means of communication we started drawing parallels between design-drawing, 
musical improvisation and the appropriation of so-called extended techniques. 
In both practices the practitioners focus on the ‘now’ applying a framework of 
accumulated information, knowledge and experience in order to express creativity 
within a moment in time. The difference lies in the specifics of the medium: within 
improvisation every decision immediately affects the course of the present while 
within designing there is a certain delay as to the material impact of our decisions 
but, once thoughts get fixed they similarly affect the course of the present. The 
following explores key concepts, similarities and views upon both practices and 
should be read as such. 
Extended techniques are performance techniques used in music to describe un-
conventional, unorthodox or “improper” techniques of singing or playing musical 
instruments [2]. Within the tradition (if there exists such a thing as tradition within 
the following confines) of improvised music, free improvisation and the European 
avant-garde it is common to investigate more than the standard sounds and rhyth-
mical qualities of one’s musical instrument. Both instrumentalists and composers 
within these “traditions” incessantly investigate and redefine the borders of their 
tools in search of new timbres and musical effects. Instruments are treated and 
extended with a wide variety of devices and techniques which augment the scope 
of the thing one is handling. Musically it’s a way of distinguishing one’s approach 
and sound – as a strategy it can be used to cope with unexpected musical situations 
where the “common” timbre of one’s instrument doesn’t add up with the flow of 
sounds or has nothing to add, for that matter. There’s an endless list of examples 
and techniques which are dedicated to research within the sound-scope of any 
instrument: adding and attaching things within the inside of the grand piano (a 
technique John Cage used within his sonatas and preludes and has become a study 
of it’s own), playing several saxophones and whistles at the same time (the great, 
late Roland “Rahsaan” Kirk), playing with two bows on a cello (Frances-Marie 
Uitti), playing drums with dusters, bouncing balls and bows (Eddie prevost, Han 
Bennink,...), applying electrical devices near the elements of electrical guitars which 
generate their own alien frequencies (Fred Frith, Terry Ex,...), playing bitones, and 
double bitones and amplifying that with a tailor made amplifier (Mark
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Erik Nordenankar had an interesting idea - to draw the biggest drawing in the world using nothing 
but a suitcase of GPS tracking device and the ever reliable DHL:
[On] the 17th of March 2008, I sent away a briefcase containing a GPS device with the express 
transportation company DHL. I gave them exact travel instructions, where to go and in what order. 
55 days later the briefcase returned to Stockholm. The GPS automatically recorded the briefcases’s 
journey around the world. The  information  was downloaded to my computer and gave me my 
drawing. Due to the GPS drawing technique and the magnitude of the drawing, the self portrait 
had to be made in only one stroke. That giant stroke passed through 6 continents and 62 countries, 
thus becoming 110664km long.
(left the self-portrait, right the device he sent along the trip)
http://biggestdrawingintheworld.com/drawing.aspx
Eddie Prévost attacking a concert drum with different devices
http://www.matchlessrecordings.com/taxonomy/term/1
Dresser, see illustration), using electronics, microphone techniques and voice 
manipulation (Phil Minton, Mike Patton) and so on. The techniques can consist 
of attaching all kinds of devices onto the instrument to add to the instrument or 
within a researched deviant playing technique to add to the instrumentality. There’s 
extended techniques to be investigated for every thinkable instrument and some of 
the instrument-specific techniques even can be redeveloped to be interchanged be-
tween the different families. Seeing people extending the sound-spectrum of their 
instruments always raises eyebrows and/or ears within the audience. Be it because 
of the strange sounds produced, because the unexpected musical quality blends 
with the rest of the soundstructures or sometimes because it’s just plain funny to 
look at. When a bassplayer puts some nails between his strings one tends to think, 
«yeah yeah, I can do that too». But then again we tend to ignore the level of practice 
such deviant techniques can demand in order to master and especially control the 
effect and impact within improvisation. Practical issues our bassplayer is confronted 
with reach from: how to put a nail between a string in order that it stays there; 
which are the tonal and sound possibilities that come with the nails and equally im-
portant which ones are to be avoided; how to attach and get rid of the nails without 
breaking the flow of music and so on. It is there the experts are differentiated from 
the people saying «yeah, yeah, I can do that too»
When we study designers labouring within design and trying to render a flow of 
though there is a similar approach to be detected as to their approach towards vi-
sualisation. We draw within our specific conventions (projections, isometrics, per-
spectives, models,...) but there’s always a level of appropriated personal technique 
we most commonly refer to as signature or even artistry. Whether it is Jan Devylder 
explains his approach to digital isometry, Tomas Nollet demonstrating the use of 
his canon photocopier or even Anthony Duffeleer who asks if folding models can 
be seen as a form of drawing too... [3]. These designers aren’t mentioning standard 
drawing procedures and expand the scope of their graphical vocabulary through 
researching, working and reworking different approaches within a wide scope of 
drawing possibilities. To some designers certain actions, appliances and interfaces 
are the things which help them to visualise and direct their flow of thought. It 
almost seems that rules, within the heat of designing, do not exist: every line can 
possibly hold a key for a future development. Within the activity of designing, 
designers most usually stack and mix different means of architectural communica-
tion in order to find a mode to trigger their creativity: drawing, model making, 
sketching, analysing data, scanning, photoshopping and back again – most likely 
all at the same time in order to get a grip on the object one is working on. While 
investigating these architectural tools within practice reveals designers adopted a 
very loose approach towards these means of communication: drawings glued on 
models, manually transformed digital renders, mashed-up photomontages – here 
also the list is endless. The point is the graphical and representational tools applied 
are appropriated and extended as a means to an end: visualising emerging design. 
Drawing, in the broadest sense and as a tool, helps us to gradually clarify
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Two Hektors and a Rita: At the other end of the printing scale are Hektor and Rita, two printing 
devices created by Jürg Lehni to explore the aesthetics and concept of digital printing. Hektor (built 
in collaboration with Uli Franke) was intended ”as a reaction to the monoculture of design, caused 
by the use of computers and the same few applications and techniques.” Hektor comprises a suitcase 
containing two electric motors, a spray can holder and spray can, some toothed belts, a strong bat-
tery, a connection to a laptop and a piece of bespoke software called ‘Scriptographer’. From these 
parts Hektor uses the spray can to print vector-based graphics out of Adobe Illustrator onto a wall 
or vertical surface.
Rita is described as “a recording and playback device for drawings, capable of reproducing line 
drawings and erasing them again.” 
A video of Rita in action can be seen at http://www.scratchdisk.com/Work/Rita/Rita.mov/
Mark Dresser’s Giffus Pick 
designed by Don Jacobson with 
electronics by Bill Bartolini. The 
pick was designed to “pick up” 
those frequencies which average 
doublebass microphones can’t 
amplify. By doing so the extended 
technique is explicited through 
extending the instrument itself.
(see also Arcana p. 250-261/a 
personal pedagogy)
our design-specific ideas. In the end we don’t paint for the sake of painting, we 
paint because our designerly thinking calls for a painting. We don’t sketch because 
we are interested in new directions in drawing, we sketch because our ideas aren’t 
clear, yet – because the phase of design calls for a sketch instead of a finished and 
polished drawing. When we study individual designers we tend to take the amount 
of drawing research for granted while actually a great deal of study and research is 
put into the development of a certain technique which seems appropriate within 
that (brief) moment of, what we could call: design cognition. Some designers focus 
on mastering a certain technique through which we start recognizing signature 
drawings, others fiddle with every technique available to them in order to find a 
way to mirror a design within a certain graphical expression. Sometimes the applied 
technique directs design, sometimes it’s the other way around. Ultimately design-
ers constantly extend drawing techniques in order to communicate their designerly 
thinking.
Practice:
What is practice? Any  musician will tell you that practice is that what one does in 
order to master things and keep physically in shape to perform (plain and simple). 
The former question directed towards members of the designing community will 
trigger all kinds of explanations concerning the kind of studio they run (or are a 
part of), a quick or extended review of the body of work (the length depending 
on our member) and maybe a runover on some of their founding or designing 
principles. Designers don’t think about training, rehearsing, repeating and so on 
when the word practice is mentioned. Practice within design is defined as the actual 
application of a belief, idea or method as opposed to theories about such an appli-
cation [4]. Maybe it has to do with the stature and “serieux” within our community. 
If a designer, concerned with some preliminary  questions of design, would state 
«I’m practising staircases in order to get a better view on vertical circulation» it 
seems like an inappropriate thing to say while expert musicians are considered well 
respected if they state to practice night and day. 
Being intend on focussing upon the physical labour during design processes we 
asked ourselves: Is there difference between developing, practising and research-
ing skills and extended techniques within one’s musical approach and investigating 
the specifics of one or another graphical tool in order to visualise “that” moment 
within design. When we talk about practising within “drawing” we think of our 
upbringing within the “architectonic”and the tedious hours spent on drawing cubes, 
cylinders and whatnot in order to train our capability to communicate spatially [5]. 
At a certain point (most common after the diploma is issued) we pretend to stop 
practising – but do we really stop? If so, what is it really what we do when we shape, 
sketch and model the embryonic? As mentioned above when we are working and 
labouring towards design we tend to appropriate a lot of different things in order to 
get a grip on our thinking.  Officially we call this type of activity experimentation, 
but is that really what we are doing? Not completely, if you ask us... 
When a piano is played the way it is sup-
posed to be played, the keys are depressed, 
indirectly causing the hammers to strike the 
strings. But a piano can also be played by 
stopping, sliding, bowing, plucking, strum-
ming and striking the strings directly with a 
variety of tools including bars, bowls, knives, 
bells and mashers of metal, boxes and 
bottles of plastic, mallets of various kinds, 
and blocks of rubber. Within his article* 
Denman explains these techniques, which, 
collectively, he calls “hyperpiano.” Conven-
tional piano music is made from a palate of 
88 pitched tones having a particular timbre 
and envelope. Hyperpiano music is made 
from a much larger palette in which these 
tools are used to alter the pitch, timbre and 
envelope of those tones.
(Deman Maroney on Hyperpiano’s )
*http://www.pipeline.com/~denman/
Hyper.html
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Another example of a peculiar drawing extension: through “binding” together brushes and/or 
pencil multiple line-drawings can be generated.
http://www.artnet.com/magazine/picturepostcard/Images/ilic10-1-1.jpg
It is our contention that we mention experimentation for lack of a better word, be-
cause it sounds scientific, because it helps to make acceptable that we, sometimes, 
just do things without knowing what the outcome will be. Officially experimenta-
tion is the scientific procedure undertaken to make a discovery, test a hypothesis or 
demonstrate a known fact [6]. To be termed scientific, a method of inquiry must 
be based on gathering observable, empirical and measurable evidence subject to 
specific principles of reasoning [7]. Starting from there we should agree that for the 
most the activities within preliminary design is working towards a rather undefined 
goal. There is allways a certain degree of subjectivity involved which excludes our 
courses of inquiries within design from the strict scientific.  Architects and design-
ers want to find something which isn’t there yet and in order to do that we quench 
our thirst with anything which seems vaguely suitable crossing our paths, intend to 
stumble upon something fresh. Experimentation is but a part of that act but added 
to that there is also a level of fiddling, messing, drawing, making, study, learning 
and practice involved. MWM is not studying the processes within design but inevi-
tably we have to touch on the subject anyway because the designing is what drives 
our creative drawing. 
Contemplating these processes and especially the activities within designing 
brought us on the path of musical improvisation and the use of extended tech-
niques. Within the practice of improvisation there is a certain tradition of defying 
traditional approaches within the tools. Students within improvisation are invited 
to try every sound within the body of their instrument, to adopt to any situation 
and to broaden the scope of their improvisational capacities. They are inclined 
on practicing “rudiments” as well as “deviant” techniques in order to embody a 
personal approach within instant musical situations. Deviant, here, within sound 
or within structure. If one starts to sweep literature and the worldwide web on the 
topic of extended techniques within musical confines it proves to be a study on 
it’s own. There are articles and examples upon extending almost any instrument 
thinkable and the practice and practising of researching one’s tools is a part of any 
institutionalised study towards the development of improvisational skills within 
music. In comparison within design-drawing and especially within it’s teaching 
we tend to stick to the rather traditional models of drawing. Sometimes guided by 
preferences of the tutor, sometimes guided by a certain tradition within a depart-
ment and sometimes because of a lack of a (researched) alternative. Coming back to 
our department we have to note that due to the divisions and strict time-frames we 
have to work in we don’t seem to find the time to fool around with different layers 
and devices and that’s a pity. Drawing should be at the centre of creative thought. 
Through drawing in it’s broadest sense we should defy our pupils to attack the 
tradition we propose (and sometimes even impose) in order to get in touch with 
personal approaches towards visualising spatial creativity. The students should be 
invited to fool around and inquire any extensions and/or approaches. It is our duty 
to guide and direct their inquiries through providing inspiring examples, available 
techniques and possible interfaces which can help them on their path. 
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The prepared turntable a device designed by Yuri Suzuki. His projects are concerned with revamp-
ing and giving new forms and meanings to the almost obsolete turntable. Sound has been reduced 
to data. The turntable focuses on actively composing and playing music.
It has 5 tone arms, each of which can have its volume controlled by its own fader.
This is an analogue answer for the digitalized DJ.
http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com/archives/2008/06/yuri-suzuki.php
Elizabeth Stevenson:: Mapmaking Device, 2008
http://biennale2008.wordpress.com/
Next to that MWM is convinced that within our educational systems we should 
start fusing within our courses in order to clarify the holistic nature of our practice. 
As such drawing, as a tool, could become the glue between the courses. Next to 
design drawing can be infused within construction-detailing, architectural history, 
mathematics and so on.  That way we can work on a balance between drawing-
basics, personal design expression and visualising graphics in order to come to grips 
with visual communication within design and architecture.
 In order to set up such a program we will have to set up a big framework of linked 
courses which focus on their specifics and on developping the ability to communi-
cate course-specific spatialities. It takes a big amount of preperations and paper-
work in order to justify double-loads on the students but in the end all parties 
would benefit from the attempt. Within our department attempts to organise col-
laborations between two or even more courses always end up in administrative dis-
cussions. This is not the place to expand on those specifics but, from what we have 
tried so far, we discovered that if one works outside of the system, almost invisible 
towards the officials we get a great deal of things done. It’s a pity that that we have to 
adopt the anarchic approach towards developments. Justifying the interactions was, 
yet, another reason to start up MWM.
[1] Mark Dresser, a personal pedagogy, Arcana, Granary Books, Hips Road, New York, 2000
[2] Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extended_technique
[3] For an introduction on Jan Devylder’s drawing approach we would like to refer to our 
“Reflector Zine” and Tomas and Anthony are covered somewhere else within this issue)
[4] Source: Oxford American Dictionaries
[5] The article and interview with Helene Aerts tries to focus on these matters
[6] Source: Oxford American Dictionaries
[7] Rules for the study of natural philosophy, Newton 1999, pp. 794-6, from the General 
Scholium, which follows Book 3, The System of the World) (source: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Scientific_method)
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Within TU-Eindhoven the drawing classes are divided in three modules and some optional subjects 
which we won’t feature here. The three main courses consist of “How to draw a cup of tea” (see 
also the text on the right pages) and considers basic modules within drawing; “How to draw the 
taste of tea” which investigates the expressive qualities of drawing and finally “How to draw 
the drinking of tea” which deals with communicating the specifics of shapes and uses of designed 
products. The following is a re-editing of the course descriptions provided by Helene:
1) How to draw a cup of tea: Within this course-unit (24,5 contact hours) students are 
introduced within the possibilities of graphically expressing ideas. Communicating ideas 
with principals, teammates and offcourse, yourself.  Drawing manually is stated to be 
quicker and directer than editing ideas on a digital interface, especially in the beginning of 
a design phase when things need to open. Through sketching one visualises none definitive 
ideas and, through being open for interpretation, sketches offer opportunities to generate 
new ideas. Within “how to draw a cup of tea” a basic understanding of spatial drawing is 
offered including introductions within different aspects of perspective drawing using sev-
eral art-materials. Drawing within this unit is both a diversity of real-life and self-created 
objects and products. Different methods are tried to test possibilities of generating new 
ideas through sketches. 
Course Objectives: Developing a form vocabulary through object observation. Research, 
through making images, transforming knowledge of “drawing by observation” to drawing 
and generating new ideas through “drawing by imagination”. a form vocabulary by object 
observation. Understanding different ways of understanding. Developing the ability 
to communicate think through images rather than language. Strengthening the ability 
to quickly sketch design ideas which is important within the embryonic phases within 
design. Producing clear self-explaining drawings to support the communication between 
all stakeholders within the design process. Reflection on students work and introductions 
and explanations within different works of art, architecture and design.
How To Draw a Cup Of Tea?
Visit to Helene Aerts, sketching tutor at TU-Eindhoven (Pt I)
Being trained within Sint Lucas’ drawing idioms in a way narrowed down views 
on drawing pedagogics. During our training at the department we already started 
questioning the rigid, almost military, approach towards sketching and drawing. It 
certainly helped to develop spatial drawing skills but it also tended to handicap a 
certain freedom to develop a personal approach towards expressing design. When 
our pedagogical (for lack of a better word) involvement within Sint Lucas’ sketch-
ing courses started there was a certain urge from both, our sides and from within 
our department, to break with some of the ideas within the drawing classes. It even 
was stated that is was our task to investigate new paths within drawing education. 
There was a certain scepticism towards the applied approach within the current 
courses. Students seemed to ignore drawing as a tool of design representation and 
the idea was to infuse some new techniques and approaches to trigger the creativity 
within drawing and design. We agreed on the scepticism but,  at that time, refused 
to attack the existing curriculum. First of all we wanted to know what we were sup-
posed to fight against and secondly we wanted to investigate which of the didactic 
weapons we should maintain as elementary. One of the reasons to start-up our 
research project stems from the scepticism towards the existing approaches and the 
awareness tradition isn’t something to be carelessly wiped away from the table. We 
decided to delve into this thing called architectural drawing in order to figure out, 
first of all, what it was actually about and secondly how to approach certain things 
within education.
Drawing within architecture and design considers drawing as a tool of communica-
tion, a means to an end: expliciting designerly thought. As such we draw out of ne-
cessity, to visualise the spatial and object-specific ideas we conceptualise. Educating 
novices within this idiom constantly mediates between introductions and exercises 
to train the ability to draw architectural and designerly objects and, next to that, try-
ing to trigger the ability to express those thoughts, personally. We, educators within 
spatial drawing,  tend to approach our stuff quite rigidly. We seem to be intent on 
dealing with mastering drawing rudiments and communicating tricks of the trade 
on how to draw certain things; we build on a framework of spatial geometry and the
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rules of drawing projections. This very framework drives us, instructors, to scru-
tinise drawings which are carelessly constructed and which blunder against basic 
rules of spatial drawing. The question we have to ask ourselves here concerns what 
it is that is really important within spatial drawing? Expressing creative ideas in 
an open communicative manner or painstakingly applying the technical tools of 
perspective drawing. It’s a question we still have to answer.
The following is part of an attempt to answer that question. In order to develop and 
ground our views on the curriculum it seemed more than obvious to go into the 
field to share and exchange ideas with collegues involved in teaching drawing at 
architectural departments. That’s how we met Helene Aerts, drawing and sketching 
tutor within TU-Eindhoven’s design departments. 
NOTE: During the time of our conversations we were contemplating the reworking of the basic 
modules within our sketching classes (the first year students) and couldn’t avoid discussing these 
things more intensively than other concepts within their approach. In order to keep this article 
containable we decided to focus on Helene’s views on teaching basics and counter the text with an 
illustrative overview of the TU-Eindhoven’s approaches. We discussed plenty things both on- and 
off-line and within this article we tried to present some of the key-issues and ideas.
When Helene started explaining and illustrating some of the assignments within 
their “basic” courses their was a moment of recognition. Not only do the courses 
within their TU follow a similar curve towards developing drawing abilities but, 
we discovered we shared quite similar ideas towards the duality between skills and 
personal expression. Some facts: Our courses (1,5 hours a week) start from drawing 
lines, squares, cubes, exploded/imploded cubes, cylinders and variations on those 
themes within the course of a little less than one year. Helene tackles the basics of 
drawing, the cubes and cylinders in two long sessions (within TU-Eindhoven a 
drawing class lasts 3,5 hours). When the basics are communicated the focus shifts 
gradually to exploring drawing and sketching in a more expressive manner. From 
there on, the notion of design and ways to (intuitively) apply and manipulate basics 
to visualise designerly ideas are gradually inserted within the courses. Module 1 
(“how to draw a cup of tea” see also the text along the illustrations) consists of a 
7 week course.  The objectives of the basics course list a focus on expressing ideas 
on paper in order to communicate with the people involved in the design proces. 
Helene’s courses consider sketching as a non-definitive, explorative tool with a cer-
tain ability to generate (new) ideas. Her tools consist of introductions within basic 
understanding of perspective-drawing, followed by a variety of drawing approaches 
and introductions within different drawing techniques, materials and carriers. Sub-
jects differ from both a diversity of real-life and self-created objects which are to be 
represented on big sheets of paper through the use of manually generated images. 
Different techniques are offered to use drawing  as means of communication and as 
a way to generate new ideas. Her students are invited to research things through the  
making of images. The guiding question can be translated as such: How to transform
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2) How to draw the taste of tea: This unit (17,5 contact hours) explores and inves-
tigates the expressive qualities of drawing. Designers communicate through drawings, 
because one wants to express something about the object one is designing even if it is a an 
intelligent product. Every object represents something in the visual world. This unit fo-
cusses on the awareness of the metaphorical connotations of images. Drawings render an 
image of the person creating the image. Drawings are like mirrors, they own the quality to 
reflect a person’s personality. Within this unit one gets to recognize one’s personal qualities 
and preferences, aspects which are important for a designer. The starting point is one’s 
experience with the outside world. There is a focus on authenticity, avoiding likelyness 
between different persons and drawings. 
Course Objectives: Drawing in persuasive manner and getting more understanding of 
the effects of the imaginative means used within one’s drawings. Gaining awareness of the 
expressive qualities of a drawing and recognising one’s own expressive qualities. Recog-
nising one’s preferences within drawing and design. Experiencing/ experimenting with 
alternative and new ways of looking at things which opens creative possibilities within the 
designing process. Here also Helene reflects on the student’s work and different works of 
art, architecture and design. 
knowledge of “drawing by observation” to drawing and generating new “things” (draw-
ing by imagination). To achieve this Helene has worked out a series of alternative 
approaches towards drawing and sketching which enable different kinds of students 
to draw and express the things required. 
At a certain point our curriculum got divided between two poles: an expressive one 
(“exploration of forms”) dedicated to exploration and expression and a more tech-
nical one (“presentation techniques”) designated to spatial drawing and sketching. 
The evolution of this schism created a vacuum between the two poles where the 
former focusses on creative expression to the fullest and the latter seems to mainly 
focus on the perspective drawing. The nice thing about the TU-approach is that 
our two poles are intertwined within different curricular aspects. This creates op-
portunities for every student to investigate his/her own language of thought within 
design. When we listened to some of Helene’s ideas which are designed to provoke 
creativity within drawing it made clear that our schism has evolved into an artificial 
one which excludes a certain freedom towards drawing approaches within one or 
the other. As mentioned above Helene spends two long sessions on drawing basics 
only to quickly move on to alternative techniques within drawing such as draw-
ing from touch: students model organic clay forms  without looking at them; then 
they are invited to draw the form they have modelled holding it in one hand (under 
the table), again without looking at the form. There are quick-sketching exercises 
wherein students get an average of 3 minutes to draw certain objects in order to 
develop a certain speed within observation and analyses. There’s drawing with two 
hands, drawing blindfolded, drawing things using information of other folks (with-
out having seen any of the objects) to excite imagination. The course ends with 
an exercise where students have to design a villa based on a product someone else 
brought along, so here again there is the ingredient of chance. Within this exercise 
different layers are added: visualising the villa for different users (farmer, star, poet, 
sportsman, vagabond,...) and through adding different settings (wood, dutch land-
scape, and so on). By adding these contextual layers students gradually shift from 
drawing to visualising designerly aspects within the objects of observation they are 
studying. 
For us, busy with  MessingWithMedia, it’s refreshing to see that Helene tries to 
trigger and inspire her students using several alternatives within drawing tech-
niques and pedagogics. We very quickly agreed upon one thing: drawing is one of 
our main means of communication and in order to draw well one has to discover 
the fun within drawing. Helene added that drawing skills are things which can be 
developped and trained through repetition but in order to trigger the activity of 
practicing within drawing the fun already has to be there. Seeing the curriculum it 
was obvious that by offering the (architectural) basics and extending them through 
abstractions and little sideways it offers students a chance to discover a personal 
language within drawing. Turning things around and talking to Helene about our 
(MWM-) ambition to fuse digital technologies with our sketching courses raised
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an eyebrow. Not that she was against the idea, on the contrary, but from their 
departmental organisation it seemed like in impossible task. Digital techniques are 
situated on a very different level of the building and are dominated by the math-
ematicians who seemed very little interested in the fine art of manual drawing. 
Helene was very pleased to hear that our departmental organisation has combined 
the analogue and digital within one course group and that we at least seem to talk to 
each other and exchange views and ideas. From what we understood it’s something 
close to unthinkable within their structure. Next to that Helene was very surprised 
to hear that it was possible to conduct research within a topic such as ours, architec-
tural and designerly drawing. Within their department research is still dominated 
by scientific people, it seemed that the very notion of research by design or the way 
we approach the subject hasn’t reached their department, yet.
To conclude we can only say that meeting people like Helene proves that archi-
tectural sketching and drawing shouldn’t be treated as dull as some of us may 
think. Next to that it proved that drawing teachers within our departments are an 
underestimated bunch constantly busy trying to figure out how to trigger draw-
ing “skills” within a generation absorbed by digital interfaces.  Inspiring each other 
to develop and rethink basic understandings within (teaching) drawing helps to 
broaden insights and ideas on both sides. Getting to know each other point of view, 
departmental structure and methods to teach, mutually enriches our view on this 
very specific thing called architectural/designerly sketching. 
outtro: A short biography of Helene Aert’s development within teaching drawing:
Helene was trained in Tilburg within the arts and with a specialisation within 
drawing didactics, psychology and pedagogics. Tilburg combined the craftmanship 
with education within teaching. There was a focus on drawing and artistry as well as 
courses within (art-)history. 
Upon graduation Helene started working at secondary schools. Here Helene 
developed the idea of starting from experience in order to know what to draw. From 
there on it’s about doing drawing and eventually learn to react on the image and 
becoming aware of what it is exactly an image expresses. Helene remembers exer-
cises where she linked introductions within colour with the drawing of food which 
resulted in bizarrely coloured representations of food dishes. Another example 
from that period tried to give expression to feelings (sad, happy, and so on) within 
abstracted paintings. These exercises were introduced through the use of images 
from the history of art and contemplations on images and specific drawings. Helene 
has fond memories upon working and discussing things with youngsters.
After a period of nine years Helene got involved within the TU-Delft Industrial 
Design Department were she assisted a professor within design drawing. According 
to Helene the Delft approach is comparable to our tradition: correct representation 
of spatial things. Perceiving and observation of simple geometrical forms was the 
largest part of the introductions within drawing. From there on students learned to 
document forms based on a cube-module, drawing without vantage points on
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3) How to draw the drinking of tea
Within this unit (17,5 contact hours) one gets introduced within product-human 
interaction. Within the design process of new products one has to communicate with 
collegue designers, clients and last but not least, with future users. Representing products 
by individual drawings here is equally important as showing the process of using one’s 
product in it’s context. Therefore it is important to be able to represent human-product 
interaction. Within visual scripts one shows what the product means for people and their 
environment. A variety of techniques is offered to create images of the process of use and 
workings of a product. 
Course Objectives: Showing the process of use (human product interaction) of 
something which is designed. Researching ways to draw the essence of a product within 
one’s representations and researching how to obtain coherence in the sequential within 
representations. Finding out the effect of showing different things from essentially different 
vantage points. Investigating the effect of the environment within representing the act of 
using a product. Investigating the effect and use of color and light to create spatial atmo-
spheres. Investigating compositional aspects within individual representations as well 
as in sequential images. Researching the effect of zooming in and out. Finally here again 
there’s reflections on student’s work and different works of art, architecture and design.
paper and finally simple designerly exercises where students had to produce quick 
sketches and documents for a more defenitive version. Finally the sketches were 
translated into perspective drawings. Another tool was drawing existing objects 
in any vantage point, not from perception, but starting from plans and elevations 
which were to be translated in perspective drawings. Students were obliged to work 
with pencil, fineliner and marker-felt-pens. While working there Helene discov-
ered a disadvantage within the approach which produces (good looking) uniform 
drawings but also generated a certain fear towards drawing amongst the students 
involved. Helene questioned the the programmed instructions and the straightjack-
et students were forced in. To counter the straightjacket Helene tried some colour 
exercises, drawing nudes and rendering techniques with felt-markers. In retrospect, 
Helene indicates she has learned a lot over there but the reductive approach didn’t 
fit Helene’s creative mind and in the end she decided to take on a new course. 
For a brief moment Helene investigated drawing within spiritual confines, directed 
towards intuition: drawing can generate insights in one’s self. The way one draws 
tells a lot about who you are, also what one draws but it is another way of approach-
ing drawing, not really her speciality. In the end she accepted to start-up new pro-
grams in both the TU-Enschede and TU-Eindhoven and ultimately maintained at 
TU-Eindhoven. The spiritual period got a a little place within her current courses; 
she points out that it is important that one makes use of his/her personal qualities. 
Helene stresses that it is pointless to indulge people into rigid drawing approaches 
which only generate uniformity. In the end imposing specific techniques on stu-
dents creates stereotypes, great looking, legible but the drawings lack personality. 
Helene points out that personality and developing a personality is an essential part 
of what constitutes designers and design.
Many thanks to Helene Aerts for her time and insights.
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from left to right: Tomas Nollet, Anthiny Duffeleer and Steve Herzeel.
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(above) Tomas’ working his canon photocopier (seen from 
outside) and a picture of the same photocopier. 
(second row) prelimininary sketches as communicated with 
clients, note the heightened spatial complexity within the 
drawing of the first and second example of the same house. 
(left) a preliminary sketch deliniating spatialities, these 
sketches aren’t communicated with clients and (below) a page 
from Tomas’ children’s book “Ka en Kip” applying the same 
perspective and vantage point as the image on the left.
tomas nollet (http://www.tomasnolletenhildehuyghe.be/)
From the very first moment I visited Tomas’ studio in the heart of Bruges Tomas 
proved to be a true “Messing With Media” artist. Upon arriving he was literary 
messing about with a “vintage” canon photocopier. Tomas stressed that this copier 
was an invaluable tool within his working process. The little hampered residue and 
smoky shades of grey it accidentally produces inspire his designing process and 
shape the look of his sketches and drawings. Tomas Nollet and Hilde Huyghe run 
a small scale architectural practice with a variety of projects. Scales running from 
social housing, community centers and individual dwellings. Next to that Tomas 
writes and illustrates children’s books (Anna houdt van dansen/Ka en Kip) and 
mentions the importance of playing and listening to music to inspire his architec-
tural thinking. The children’s books and musical activities are things done next to 
the studio work but one senses that the two are an invaluable part of Tomas’ cre-
ative process.
Within the studio the majority of designing is done “by hand”. Sketches are con-
stantly reworked until the general feel of a design is mirrored within the drawing. 
Questioning him on the  analogue versus digital dilemma Tomas proved to have a 
strong opinion and compared it to musical performance: «one can render a violin-
concerto through a high-end-computer program or one can play the score with the origi-
nal instrument; while the digital version will aim at shear perfection towards the score 
and the instrumentality, a violin-player will add a personal and technical touch which 
will sound less perfect but will sound more humane and familiar. Little mistakes, changes 
in tempo, the human factor will sound make it more appealing than the same concerto 
rendered within the confinements of  perfection». This humanity and that comes with 
it embodies the thinking of Tomas Nollet.
Designs commence with a “first sketch” which delineates the core ideas of a design. 
Those sketches are deliberately human, primary and recognisable. They are intend-
ed to leave a certain openness for discussion and/or contribution. The main points 
are fixed and stimulate clients to add their own ideas and primary images onto the 
drawing and thus the design at hand. To Tomas a sketch consists of a series dots 
which mark out a possible path for a client. Client are invited to add dots within 
that path in order to find a way to do the final road-work. Sketches are first steps 
to come to grips with the designing process. The working-sketches, in a way, are a 
means of communication within the collaborative designing relationship between 
Tomas and his clients.  
To Tomas sketches own a certain poetical freedom, they excite ideas and possibili-
ties within design. He tends to work and rework drawings during long periods of 
time. He believes in the power of the medium which is directly linked with the 
hand, the arm and ultimately the creative brain. Concepts are built on tinkering 
with drawings, small models and so on. He dislikes the look of modern-day com-
puter renderings, they look too corporate, finished and clean. 
Tomas’ favorite tools are based on familiarity within the medium and consist of 
Staedler fine-liners in all thicknesses, the run-down Canon copier (due to it’s graini-
ness and unpredictability), A3 tracing paper (A3 being his favourite format), Pho-
toshop to individualise figures (trace out the edges of things) and Illustrator to add
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“Designing terraced houses in Bredene”, geometrical study, 2008. The rectangle is the guiding 
principle here, it’s a theme which is guided by the rectangular shape of the building lots. The drawing 
represents a series of explorative drawings to get acquainted with an abstract reality of the designing 
scheme. The patterns and forms are used to excite Tomas’ flow of ideas: «One could compare these 
series of drawings, on an abstract level, to searching chord-schemes within a certain musical composi-
tion». (mixed-media: Photoshop, felt-pen, gouache and photographs.
Tomas’ favorite design pens and some impressions of the studio
texts to the drawings. Eventually everything is translated into AutoCad-drawings. 
A digital copier-printer-scanner-e-mailing device provides the office with instant 
digitalized output. 
As mentioned music plays a very important part within Tomas’ designing environ-
ment and the choice of music seems to depend on the designing phase. Within 
the starting phase Tomas draws from everything between “The Foo-Fighters” and 
Bach’s cello concerto’s. When there is a certain drive added to the designing pro-
cess Tomas looks for more exciting and euphoric music. The seeming simplicity 
of music stimulates Tomas towards a simplicity in creation. «Music is beautiful and 
I ask myself, opposed to some other designers, why architecture shouldn’t be beautiful? 
Music definitely helps to guide me towards a certain beauty». Preferably Tomas starts 
designing on a “blanco” table, «as white as the paper onto which to draw»,  with the 
right music to fill the air. It then takes about a half an hour until  the table is recre-
ated into a total chaos. Most of the time Tomas starts by drawing a rectangle which 
is the starting  point for a sketch.
When one studies the work of Tomas one can find a true style, an individual lan-
guage. It started when young Tomas started drawing little men and invented stories 
around them. At first it was kind of flimsy but through drawing Tomas developed 
a certain expression of his own. Through his study within Architecture Tomas got 
in touch with perspective drawing at Sint-Lucas. At first the drawing method re-
stricted a certain freedom. Through practice and doing the restriction became an 
invaluable tool. «After a while one tends to forget the perspective tool since it has become 
one with the thinking/drawing hand. At first there was the tool which reigned over ones 
abilities, gradually one starts to reign over the tool.» Tomas has developped a prefer-
ence for one-point perspective drawings: «it creates, in my view, a spatial calmness 
which disappears when one creates two or three vantage points. Clients tend to misread 
multiple vantage points and the spatial calmness is very important for our creations». 
Tomas’ first sketches are individual, personal, clients don’t get to see them. Tomas 
creates drawings where one lives in. A nail-on-the-head -sketch is an expectancy 
within Tomas line of working. 
When asked which architects, illustrators, artists truly inspire Tomas he lists Dick 
Bruna (dutch illustrator) and praises his work for it’s simplicity and openness. He 
also mentions Gerrit Rietveld because he is a maker of things. «Rietveld’s laboriously 
made things. He fabricates and kneads; through that process he searched simplicity.» 
The office Tomas shares with his wife Hilde Huyghe is an office which tends to look 
further than architecture. Since Tomas also produces children’s books there are in-
spirations within that area (Gerda Dendooven and Wolf Erlbruch to list but a few) 
and the shear simplicity of everyday things like beach cabins and authentic dwell-
ing. Tomas and Hilde are fascinated with things “non-designed”, simple things. 
They analyse a neighbourhood, surroundings to derivate some of the vernacular 
without trying to copy those elements. Tomas goes on to explain that they made a 
distinction between “Arche” and “Non-Arche” the former being publishable subjects 
of architecture which look good just for the matter of looking good and the latter 
being modest, reserved and reticently made with purpose to provide a place to live 
and/or work in and nothing more than that.
Preliminary design-collage render-
ing the street level of the Brouwer-
straat. The drawing is taken from 
an earlier stage of the <Ramen> 
project. The drawing searches for 
a sensivity towards the “gabarit” * 
and explicits the variations within 
the building lots. The chosen me-
dium is a xeroxed A3 version of a 
street-level-view which is cut-down 
covered with a pencil drawing 
onto tracing paper to emulate a 
“soft tone” drawing. The drawing 
represents tries to ecape an im-
passe within the designing process, 
similarly to the “Bredene” draw-
ings. To put it differently <how to 
simplify the complex reality in order 
to compose within it>. The prelim-
ininary stage of a project is always 
coupled with delay, doubt,... in order 
to simplify complexty, to embody it/
cope with it/deal with it.
visualisation of “Ramen” [public housing and parking garage, Ghent]. Social contact and vistas 
where the design principles which govern this space. The drawing emulates a transparancy through 
the use of color and the suggestion of space.
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Anthony Duffeleer (http://www.frap.be/)
FRAP is a multidisciplinary office which revolves around the creative brain of An-
thony Duffeleer and Freia Rombouts. Architecture, interior design, furniture, ob-
jects, product design, jewellery and “art objects”; everything is designed parallel to 
each other seamingly without any hierarchical difference. «The difference lies in the 
scale of the designed objects». Anthony switches constantly between different scales 
and can easily jump from a large scale building’s organisation to a ring’s detailing. 
When asked how these jumps work anthony replies he can’t control it and adds to 
that «it doesn’t work against each other but augments our designs». 
Anthony draws constantly, it’s his way of talking in order to clarify things. He 
doesn’t believe designers “give form”, in his view things “get form”. A material, a 
subject answers an internal logic which has to be discovered through the act of 
actualy working with the material. This act is very important in Anthony’s designing 
practice and received a special name within the office: verbs. These verbs stand for 
specific acts of handling one can perform on a certain material. The importance of 
Anthony’s verbs is reflected within his sketchbooks, which are consequently called 
verbs, and which archive different acts of handling and other designerly actions. 
The content of Anthony’s verbs are constantly re-compiled and as such the verbs are 
ever changing. The verbs sketchbooks consist of drawings (annotated or not) and 
embody Anthony’s way to bundle and order ideas and designerly thought, visu-
ally. There is a sifting but the order and content is fluctuating constantly. One can 
compare it with a living database which serves Anthony as he pleases. One of the 
reasons of doing so is to prevent doing and/or designing some things twice. Next 
to concrete designing schemes Anthony tends to loose himself in design-gimmicks: 
loose wristed drawings, funny brain-waves which want to be remembered or 
expressed. They are not meant for reality but are as important as the real designs 
within the thinking process.
Frap does everything in a heap, higgledy-piggledy –  the apparent chaos of An-
thony’s thoughts are ordered onto A4-papers treated with pens and pencils. Digital 
drawing is something of a exception to Anthony; «there are others who are much bet-
ter in AutoCad-drawing than I am». Anthony checks the analogue plots of the digital 
drawings and “signs” them: adding information, design, comments onto the prints. 
«It’s a way of talking to my associates and mutatis mutandis associates can talk to myself 
through the drawings. AutoCad is a tool to communicate to each other, I label those 
plots as Q&A-drawings. Drawing is naming things and through naming them questions 
pop-up at different levels of scale». As a result of this reasoning one can find, within 
a single drawing or page, detailing of a project when the overview or big picture 
isn’t complete yet. As stated in the introduction, Anthony can’t control himself and 
constantly juggles with different scales.
Even within meetings with clients Anthony is constantly talking through drawings: 
to clarify things. Solutions are provided through the act of talking visually. One 
could state that Frap talks drawingly towards the outside world. This way the mate-
rial, the design gets moulded. Drawing is looking for solutions, drawing is “phoning”
Anthony explaining things, drawingly. Impression of the “workshop”. Demonstrating the “handling” 
within folding a model and a detail of the cupboard filled with models.
“Table With 1000 Legs”: While driving to a manufacturer Anthony encountered a Dutch field and 
photographed the scenery with his cellphone, from the driver’s wheel. Upon returning to the FRAP 
studio and seeing the uploaded image upon the monitor it triggered the irrelevant idea of the “Table 
With 1000 Legs”. To Anthony this image is exemplary for the thinking within FRAP where ideas 
pop-up just like that. Whether they are relevant or not...
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A study for a library light-
ing fixture. The drawing 
investigates the way to fix the 
lamp onto a table-top. The 
anticipated bench-vise is drawn 
manually onto a print of the 
L-shaped lamp drawn within 
AutoCad. 
Images of FRAP’s “verbs”: the living catalogue of designs and “handlings”. The verbs are way to 
archive certain steps within design. They offer a ready and available database to draw from. 
Drawing the concept of a steel-
decktable, drawn directly onto 
the technical sheet of the steel-
deck manufacturer. The concept 
investigates larger spans within 
a table-design. Here architec-
tural construction detailing 
inspires furniture design.
(or maybe it’s faxing) to someone involved. Drawings create a possibility to dif-
ferentiate the main points from the details (pointing out there is a major difference 
between detailing and minor points).
Within FRAP the (construction) detail is made simultaneously, construction detail-
ing is explained towards the clients (through drawings) otherwise Anthony can’t 
explain things. Within the working method of Frap (mixing scales like a cook mixes 
ingredients), Anthony sees himself as process operator: he operates machines, puts 
people to work, sets things in motion, reviews and kneads them into designs. In 
order to do this different drawing methods are put into use. The process gener-
ally starts with a sketch on paper (2D) or within a model (3D). When Anthony 
mentions models he differentiates between a “maquette” and a “sketched model” 
(spatial models which are researched through folding, pleating, cutting and so on). 
To control the overview Anthony’s drawings are as small-scale as possible starting 
from the A4 tablet. Drawings have to be manageable, mobile. When we asked An-
thony about his ultimate designing biotope he evaded the question: «those things 
are mythologized and personally I don’t believe in those things. For the moment we are in 
the middle of an office reorganisation and more than ever I have to discover that location 
doesn’t matter for me. A biotope is a state of mind (everywhere-always-never).»
Through the process of the “No Fruit” lamp Anthony tries to explain the design-
ing principle: «designing is the outcome of a process where the role of the designer is 
seriously relative. The material, the production process and other parameters control the 
direction and form of our designs, not the designer’s drawing. First of all I discovered the 
technique of rotation-casting as a production process, then we ennobled that process until 
it reached it’s most optimised form: “a sack with a spout”.» [1] Anthony sees the act of 
handling as the result and that result is determined through verbs which specify the 
acts of handling (cfr. rolling-folding, folding-rolling, ...). [2] 
When FRAP communicates with clients they tend to use the material (drawings, 
models) which are already there. Communicating is simplifying things. FRAP 
doesn’t use “artist’s impressions”. Colouring a sketch in photoshop and laying things 
out in a document is the uttermost energy put into presenting design. Anthony 
compares drawings as translations of the specific jargon towards a spoken language. 
The image has to reveal the relevant things of a design and drawings are the ultimate 
tool to make things legible. Presentations are end-products and therefore, in An-
thony’s view, not that interesting. Intuition plays a great role within the designing 
process. «The drawing, the making,  the signifying is the actual work Frap does; adding 
significance through description is an impoverishment and I don’t go for that.»
[1] Rotation-casting works like this: little plastic balls are thrown into a matrix and that 
matrix is rotated and heated, the combination of rotation and heating makes special forms 
possible]
[2] In dutch there is a difference between iron-rolling (walsen) and rolling (rollen), this made 
anthony’s example difficult to translate (walsen-plooien, rollen-plooien, plooien-rollen)]
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A design for a “jewelry cabinet” to contain FRAP’s jewelry within an exhibition. The idea is similar 
to the steeldeck-table where architectural construction directs furniture design. The drawing shows 
the detailing of the fixing of a large (6 meters) UPN 160 beam into a wall through driving vM12-
bolts into it and the different steps of mounting the different components (below). The (isolated) 
flat sides of the six-sided screws hold a large glass plate into it’s place. Another FRAP trick to fuse 
construction and finishing within one “handling”.
The (unrealised) concept of a 
table with rotation moulded 
legs. It’s an example of how 
FRAP layers design-drawings 
in order to make the chronology 
within the design process visible 
and traceable. The drawing 
starts with a basic form on a 
A4-carrier and through the 
layering of tracing papers the 
concept gets “moulded” into it’s 
final form or shape. The layer-
ings provide a blurred image 
of the original design (on the 
left side) and the development 
towards it’s final shape which 
is rendered sharper (the right 
side of the drawing). Again 
the process is kept containable 
within one volume of layered 
A4-sheets. 
H-table: the drawings 
investigate ways to optimise 
material-use within a design for 
a table. The S-shaped legs of the 
table consist of milled plywood, 
the idea is to search for a shape 
to minimise material loss and 
obtain a maximum of legs out 
of one standard plywood board. 
Next to that FRAP starts inves-
tigating the stiffening in lateral 
direction of the mechanically 
joined S-shapes (bottom left).
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Study of a silver ring. The concept of the verbs driving the design is il-
lustrated within the drawing. The top left of the drawing shows the ring’s 
final shape while the rasterized drawing is actually a full-scale representa-
tion of the silver plate which has to be saw-cut in a specific way in order 
to make the final handling of “folding” the material towards a piece of 
jewelry possible.
Design studies of “HYPE”, FRAP’s first lighting fixture for Dark Nv. The 
drawings investigate, within cross-sections the construction and ways 
to assemble the lighting. There’s two variations within one drawing: a 
pendular version and a built-in version. It’s FRAP’s condensed way to 
communicate within one sheet of A4-paper.
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The Arcas studios: Explaining urban design (left), drawing tables are still in use within the studio’s 
workings and Steve explaining some of the advantages of his Wacom-tablet.
Pencil, ink, coloured pencils and finetuned in Photoshop
Steve Herzeel (www.arcas.be)
Talking to Steve within these confines (of writing within MWM) calls for a little introductory note 
because it poses a little anomaly within writing from our MWM point of view. Steve has been a 
close friend since meeting him within the Municipal Academy of Fine Arts in Bruges and we kept 
on being friends and allies ever since. As a consequence we (MWM) decided to write this article 
from a first person point of view. The “we” within this article concerns our interviewee and, yours 
truly, the interviewer, I sincerely hope it doesn’t bother the flow of your reading within this zine. 
Steve and I started developing and sharing our architectural ideas together from the age of sixteen 
onwards up untill now. After our upbringing within “Architectural Draughting” we decided to 
get on with it and move to Ghent to get hold of an architectural diploma. We redefined our views 
and kept discussing the history and state of the affairs within architecture through extended and 
animated talks and emails.  Sometimes we agreed, sometimes not, in the end we always helped 
each other to develop and deepen our views upon architecture, design and life. The night before the 
interview we already discussed some of the ideas within MWM and Steve pointed out that, through 
focusing too much on output MWM is running the risk of digging a little trap. The trap being side 
tracking drawing-in-order-to-design in favor of the artistic looks of visualisations. I countered that 
the very idea of extending techniques is being designerly inspired by the grain and tone of a repre-
sentation, through seeing a different atmosphere within a different rendering of the same drawing, 
but in the end I know the gap is present and something we have to keep in mind.
After graduating I departed for Rotterdam and Steve started working at Arcas in Knokke Belgium. 
Today Arcas is a medium sized office with three bases Knokke, Paris, and Bologna with projects all 
over Europe. Arcas gradually enrolled into the “New Urbanism” ideas of Leon Krier and Maurice 
Culot who’s the current director within their Paris office . Many despise their “Neo-Whatever” 
approach but we (MWM) see it as just another view on architecture and urbanism. Within MWM 
we try not to criticize our designer’s designs. We investigate ways within design-drawing and any 
architecture which adopts a personal view on visualising design can inspire our course of inquiries. 
Next to that we have to note that Arcas is more than the “Neo”-stuff they get affiliated with, Arcas 
is an office looking for diversity, constantly in search for urban design and architecture which blends 
with the environment it has to integrate itself into. Sometimes it mirrors local styles, sometimes they 
look for a more abstract approach when the idea of a local style doesn’t make sense. Knowing Steve 
and his ways of drawing (we developed our drawing technique together and sometimes even tried to 
overhaul each other in getting the best drawings possible) he was a prime victim to get interviewed 
within MWM. Next to that the whole idea of designing “New Urbanism” ideas poses interest-
ing questions towards visualising so-called old-fashioned ideas with modern day technologies. 
Ultimately talking to Steve is talking about design, it was very difficult to direct the talk towards the 
drawing within design, it didn’t seem to matter to him. Because, as will become more clear later on, 
within Steve views drawing is something you do to ameliorate the design and the environment one 
works in. 
We agreed to meet within the Arcas studios in Knokke in order to trace Steve’s graphical approach-
es towards architecture and urban design. Upon entering and to my astonishment Steve started-up 
a PC and an advanced 21” LCD Cintiq Wacom tablet which is a kind of a lcd monitor where one 
draws onto with a digital pen. It’s his latest design-gadget as it appeared. It offers him the possibility 
to use his hands directly onto a digital interface. Somehow it’s funny to see a drawing room filled 
with old-school drawing tables which are countered with the latest digital technology. While study-
ing architecture Steve developed architectures within the latest 3D interfaces, designing things that 
appeared to be extracted from one of the Star Wars episodes or some futuristic prisoner’s epos. In 
the end it’s more than logical to see him working on one these novelties, it’s even natural that he de-
signs the things he does. His designs look familiar but there’s a great deal of research and knowledge 
involved in order to make the things look like he envisions them graphically. 
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Manual inquiries within urban design, plots treated with felt pens.
A drawing made within Sketchup and treated with the Wacom-tablet using Photoshop.
pencil, ink, coloured pencils and finetuned within Photoshop.
(left) Communicating fastly while sketching and designing within AutoCad. Eps-sed elevations 
treated within Photoshop. (right) A quick sketch directly made onto the Wacom-tablet, investigat-
ing an urban settlement.
Steve started by illustrating his approach through showing some urban designs. Within urban 
design most of the preliminary design work is done on the drawing table. Onto big prints 
of the area general lay-outs are tested manually. These drawings investigate squares, streets 
and blocks and their spatial relationships. After a process of drawing and redrawing with big 
felt pens, or whatever tool in the neighborhood, urban blocks and combinations are tested 
within the digital interface Sketchup, a program renowned for it’s quick and easy modeling 
in a sketchy way. The information gained from the translation goes into process of reconsid-
eration on the drawing table until it “feels right”. It’s a process Steve refers to as fine-tuning 
through looking and drawing. Within urban design Steve sees his role more like an art-direc-
tor: proposing ambience and direction of possibilities within a certain theme which adapts 
itself to the environment. Documenting is a big part of this process; a project in the French 
Provence is different than a project in Kazachstan which differs again from a project within 
the city of Paris. Looking for the right architectonic models and detailing and internalizing 
the architectural and urban specifics through drawing and documenting is a big part of the 
evolution of Steve’s urban atmospheres. Steve illustrated this process through the example 
of a dune-development in Holland. Beach architectures is something quite absent from local 
Dutch architectural history. In order to get a Dutch atmosphere they started looking into the 
colonial architectures of Curaçao and other former Dutch colonies; changed color schemes 
and some detailing in order to attain a more northern style Dutch seaside architecture. Steve 
goes on to compare this process with aspects of set-design and comic book designers which 
also have to internalize aspects of certain styles to graphically mimic stylistic things in order 
to project a certain atmosphere or ambience towards readers and/or viewers. 
Within architectural design the process is very different. When Steve started, as an intern, 
buildings were supposed to be designed on the drawing table. Steve being a old-school 
trained draughtsman as well as a digital wizard started to develop a technique where designs 
are sketched directly within AutoCad and reworked through a process of layering within 
Photoshop. The eps-files [1] are manipulated to define colors, brick tones and shades and 
shadows on projective representations. Within AutoCad Steve works faster than on the 
drawing table because it sidesteps translating the manual drawing to a digital application. 
Within Photoshop Steve gains control of the designed through using different layers of pos-
sibilities, ready and available on screen through pushing a few digital buttons. The Wacom-
tablet and it’s digital pen are used as a digital canvas and brush in order to fill in the intended 
areas more intuitively.  Steve praises his Wacom for it’s speed and imperfections, speed being 
a concept constantly returning in Steve’s discours upon drawing within design. «Visualising 
and sketching is used as a tool to correct design. When an idea is drawn it draws imperfections and 
little mistakes to the surface. The more ideas one draws the more insight one gains within the project 
one is working on. The quicker ideas are visualised the stronger the project becomes.» When pos-
sibilities are sketched and rendered Steve embarks on a process which he refers to as sharp 
selection: through the gained and researched knowledge of atmospheres and ambiences he 
selects the right “tonalities” and details within the designed. When asked whether he uses 
specific drawing tools to design it appeared as if it didn’t matter to him: «It’s about finding the 
fasted way to visualize an idea, the medium used within that process is of minor importance.»
Technical-wise, Steve’s use of Photoshop is quite advanced and specific. His treatment of 
basic digital models through painting them mimics a feeling of watercolor-artists or marker-
presentations and Steve puts a lot of craft-knowledge in developing a digital coloring tech-
nique which is as fast and imperfect as manual artist but with all the advantages of digitality, 
thus being able to retrace and rethink certain things without bothering of doing the drawing 
and painting all over again. The quickness of manually treating digitalised drawings also helps 
Steve in directing the  different people within the process who may be working on different 
parts of a design within the design team. The quicker he can react onto other people’s draw-
ings and visualisations the better design and overall looks become. 
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A more finalised sketch/presentation in order to communicate architectural design, note the differ-
ence in finishing compared to the drawing below.
Communicating with third parties through the use of the Wacom-interface. Here the interface is 
used to collaborate more quickly towards anticipated result.
A digitally painted impression of a row of houses. First of all the drawing was made on tracing 
paper, then scanned in order to be treated it within photoshop. Note the little hamperings and 
residue within the drawing to attain a natural feeling. The drawing was coloured using a mouse as 
a paintbrush. Through using the right Photoshop Brush parameters and a knowledge of the mim-
icked techniques (watercolour) enables Steve to produce so-called digital paintings.
Some of Steve’s drawings get quite complex treatments within Photoshop, combining pro-
cessed drawings (with “Wacom-med” coloring and shades, pasted in - editted, materials), en-
vironmental photographs, traces of life (worked through cars, trees and silhouettes) topped 
with state of the art lighting effects through smudging sunbeams and shadows in the right 
places. Steve constantly refers to set-design, comic books and illustrators when he explains 
his graphical work and at a certain point I deliberately asked him whether his rendering tech-
nique and architectural approach doesn’t lead to creating decors for urbanity. «It’s not about 
decor, it’s about creating environmental adapted design, it’s about thematic choices. The element of 
style is inspired by the environmental architectural and/or natural elements which dictate design». 
Adding to that that it is about creating a kind of diversity which fits the surroundings. Within 
the drawings and architecture we merely look for the right atmosphere. In a sense Steve’s 
approach comes very close to Gadamer’s definition of representation: “what is represented is 
itself present in the only way available to it” [2]. Steve illustrated his point with a project were 
the environment didn’t guide them towards a specific choice within architecture, in the end 
they decided to adopt a more abstracted, contemporary if you wish, architecture governed by 
found objects and natural elements typical for the neighborhood they were designing. Steve 
doesn’t agree with the idea of being eclectic or lacking identity towards design. Ultimately 
designs have to blend with their environment in order to be able to appear as natural as pos-
sible for future generations. He admits he likes the idea of not being considered as a contem-
porary designer because he doesn’t want to be, he would like his designs to transcend time 
through being focused on place rather than on time-frames. «Our modest goal is to ameliorate 
neighborhoods through adapting our architecture to what the environment offers us. We want to 
offer a surplus to the people living in the neighborhoods we are working in. The image-research we 
undertake to achieve this goal directs the drawing. The ultimate goal is to blend in and in a way our 
designs should disappear within the totality of the environment we work in. It’s a process which can 
take a few years but in the end the goal is to appear as naturally as possible.»The drawings which 
guide these architectures always look for the right tone to echo the locality or concept within 
the specifics of a projects and/or design.
[1] “Encapsulated Postscript Graphics Format” Steve’s format of choice to rasterize vector- 
based architectural drawings.
[2] H.G. Gadamer cited by : Dalibor Vasely , “Architecture in the Age of Divided Representation”, 
MIT-press, London-Massachusetts, 2004
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Requiring things and future steps
Within reflections nº o9 [1] we provided a reflection upon research requirements (viewed 
by a researcher actively involved in designerly research within Sint Lucas’ Architecture 
Department). The following takes that idea one step further and reflects upon materially 
requiring things and the process of acquiring those things in order to set up a drawing and 
research environment within our department.
Within our course group (mixed-media) we have been talking about setting up a
mixed-media laboratory for some years now. Up until now nothing really materia-
lised a part from buying the occasional new computer or some digital solutions in
order to keep in line with recent developments. Next to that there is a difference
in approach within the Ghent and Brussels campusses which has to do with the
preoccupations of the people involved within the process. Some time ago MWM
started thinking about setting up our very own MWM-laboratory within the Brus-
sel’s campus. The idea of a MWM-lab intends to facilitate an open environment to
experiment and improvise with different drawing tools and output devices.
Ultimately the MWM-lab can be added or integrated within the eventual Mixed-
Media Lab to come. The MWM-lab is to put tactility at the center of our inquiries
within the school’s graphical courses. It’s a way of pushing our drawing environ-
ments towards a laboratory designated to graphical research within architecture.
Instead of focussing on the novel and cutting edge the MWM-lab intends to focus
on researching classical and reduntant techniques and interfaces to fuse them with
contemporary tools and to see if they still can play a inspiring role within visualising
design.
In order to cook, we gathered, we need a practical kitchen to work in. One of our
problems being that we aren’t able to store drawings and materials in an adapted
storage device. Currently drawings and materials are kept unlocked and sometimes
in the open in our classroom, things disappear, get damaged – not a very good
starting point to start archiving research related materials. We agreed with Johan
(Verbeke) that we would design two cupboards and follow up of the manufacturing
(in close collaboration with the technical staff of the department). Next to that we
insisted upon installing a sink with a tap within the analogue drawing room because
running around with buckets of (filthy) water isn’t exactly our idea of stimulating
students to experiment with painting or any other wet techniques. As we speak
we are entering the last phase of these developments and we hope to start installing
some of the things, sometime before the summer. We won’t go into the story
or specifics of getting things done, one has to realise that getting such investments
realised within a departmental structure requires patience in order to get everyone
convinced of the necessity of things and to get the necessary paperwork going.
A view of A34, the drawing room within Sint-Lucas Brussels (our intended analogue lab) 
A view of A33, a small digital room within Sint-Lucas Brussels (our intended digital lab)
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niveau 3º verdieping
Our design for the cupboards to contain drawings and materials
We designed a large cupboard for analogue storage and a mobile unit to store our 
small digital devices. If all goes well we will help to manufacture the furniture, per-
sonally, in order to heighten the improvised character of the design and materials.
But what is to be stored in those cupboards? As mentioned the cupboard is intend-
ed to safely store (student’s) graphical work but that’s only part of the idea. Within 
MWM we are looking for an inclusive program which focusses and inquires multi-
layered communicative strategies within drawing (architecture and design). One of 
our founding principles is to extend basic techniques within drawing through add-
ing different devices, interfaces and/or techniques to broaden the scope of drawing
within design. It’s MWM’s job to investigate how to fit the workings and specifics
of those techniques within our existing curricular development and inspire our
students to experiment/improvise with those newly added extensions. Our materi-
als and devices are to be searched within two different areas: technical machinery
and mechanical drawing devices/extensions. The first group, the machinery, poses
problems of maintainance and/or digital installation within current systems (treat-
ing the devices as autonomous as possible is part of the solution, avoiding difficult
installations into our extended digital network). The second group, consisting of
all kinds of devices, tools and drawing-aids just have to be present and inquired
by MWM in order to be available when a certain approach offers possiblities to
implement such a device. Both groups are subject to questions towards the signifi-
cance within contemporary drawing and education. Steve’s remark on artistry is at
work here but we also have to keep in mind Tomas’ approach towards some of his
output-devices. There is no one way to visualise designerly thinking. Everyone has
to develop and adopt a personal path towards designerly expressions.
The MWM-lab should function as an open environment dedicated to researching
within and without our courses, to be used by both insiders and outsiders. We
admit the whole idea still finds itself in a kind of a fuzzy state but we also believe
that gathering, acquiring and installing things and actually working with them will
provide us with necessary insights to get on with the development of the open cur-
riculum we are searching for.
Essentially the MWM-lab will investigate re-combinations of analogue ways of
production with (digital) devices and back again in order to constantly switch
between the two modes, in order to inspire different ways of perceiving image 
production. It’s a process we would like to refer to as re-remediating media. “The 
‘content’ of any medium is always another medium” [2], meaning that we tend to 
understand the content of a “new” medium through our understanding of the “old” 
medium it mimics. This idea is explained through comparing the evolution of novel 
media: 19th century folks understood photography because they understood paint-
ing: the content of photography is painting. Ultimately photography generates a 
similar virtual space as painting because it reproduces the same linear perspective – 
the main means of representing three-dimensional space since the renaissance era.
The theory continues from there on so that it is easy to see that the content of film
is photography and, again, film is the content of video to conclude that film and
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Some googled images of miscellaneous drawing devices: a pimped old-school plotter, some  vintage 
pen-plotters, a light-box-drawing table, a lightbox, a portable drawing tablet for mechanical draw-
ing, a very strange drawing-plotting device, a tracer, an ammonia-printer to print architectural 
drawing from tracing paper and philips latest goodie through which one can draw using light as 
medium.
video are the content of television, finally we could conclude that television is the
content of video-sites [3]. MWM is looking into flip-flopping this whole concept
of remediating through re-remediating certain media. Trying to turn the content of
a new medium around again through “rewiring” contents of newer and older media
without a specific hierarchy or order. By doing so we inquire our concept of rereme-
diating while introducing students within different things at the same time: the
relevance of seemingly reduntant media, excursions within old-school techniques
which again gave birth to (new) digital applications, the recombinations of different
graphical techniques without losing attention for the relevant drawing techniques
within the curriculum. Another reason to inquire re-remediation is that we are con-
vinced that if one has made use of an old-school medium the specifics within the
newer medium will become more relevant and clear to the people being introduced
within their novel counterparts.
Future steps?
While writing and thinking about our MWM-lab it started dawning on us that in
order to set things up, infrastructurally, we will have to look for alternative budget-
ary solutions in order to furbish our MWM-lab. Working within a departmental
structure offers certain advantages concerning some of our requirements, installing
the cupboards and buying some new digital and analogue devices for instance, but
it also confronts with a slow action radius concerning acquiring certain, less obvi-
ous, devices. Since a lot of the stuff we are looking for is to be sought within second
hand sites and reduntant office equipment auctions it will be close to impossible
to acquire whatever available from within our departmental structure. An obvious
next step is to apply for project financing within whatever area friendly towards our
little project. If this works out well we will get hold of a budget ready and available
to spend on things we need for the investigations, whether it being acquiring stuff
or maintaining the equipment.
Research-wise our next step is to get deeper into the curricular possibilities and
consequences within a MWM-curriculum. Recent topics such as the idea of extend-
ing techniques, improvising and the idea of re-remediating within architectural
media will have to be looked into and implemented within the courses step by step.
Inquiring improvisational strategies within education, talking to improvisers, talk-
ing to collegues within the field of drawing and design active within education and
translating aspects of those investigations towards curricular development in order
to start testing the ideas within the project is an obvous step to take. Up until now
we have carefully tested some of our ideas within optional subjects within the cur-
riculum, now we have to move on to start infusing our ideas from within the basic
courses to see what happens. From there on it should be possible to start deliniating
the actual impact of the MWM-research project and setting up specific activities
within the department to test some concepts. Ultimately the goal is to provide a 
bachelor-based curriculum intent on messing with media and developing the skill
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Some more googled images of miscellaneous drawing devices: an old-school drawing set (a box 
alien to new generations), a detail of a drawing-table’s rulers, an ellips-drawing device, a planim-
eter, a pantograph, a Wacom-tablet, some more vintage architectural tools and some templates for 
pen-drawing.
to visualise designerly thought viewed simulateously both from an analogue point
of view as well as a digital one. As we speak we are talking to some of the key-figures
within the Brussels department in order to see how we can develop strategies to
augment curricular development. Here again, to be continued...
Considering the zines we agreed with Johan that this zine is a kind of a kick-off to
set up a broader “architectural-media” research group to include members from
all affiliated departments and whoever interested. The zines, in whatever format
or form, will continue to reflect and journal on things within MWM but will be
extended with proceedings, ideas and reflections from within extern research and
curricular activities. The idea, and this idea is very premature, is to inform both
the practitioners and students on things within architectural media and curricular
activities through bringing together different people active within different areas
of architectural media (education). This zine can be seen as humble experiment to
publish ideas within media-related material and thinking viewed by a specific cell
(MWM).
Seeing what it takes to require things to infuse within education we can only hope
that future issues will inform on the proceedings, developments and implementa-
tions of those devices. Because, for now, it’s still a process of conceptualising
and hoping for miracle to happen in order to get those things within our
courses. We will have to look into developing a curriculum which actually fuses
digital and analogue activities in order to prove that through working and rework-
ing old and novel tools we can generate creative approaches towards visualisation.
Next to that we hope future issues will contain more and more external additions
from within our community to come. If someone has something graphically redun-
tant somewhere in a corner of their studio, something available to use within our 
inquiries: don’t hesitate call us and we’ll try to work out how to work and rework 
the device for our future generations!
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[1] Robin Schaeverbeke: “questioning research requirements” Reflections 9, ARC/Johan
Verbeke, Brussels, 2009
[2] Marshall McLuhan cited by Bolter en Grusin within “Remediation”, MIT press, Mas-
sachusetts, 1999
[3] Translated and summarised from Arjen Mulder, “Over Mediatheorie”, V2/NAI, Rot-
terdam, 2004
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MWM consists mainly of yours truly: robin schaeverbeke but wouldn’t have been 
possible without the generous insights and additions offered by: Rolf Hughes, Nel 
Janssens, Tomas Nollet, Anthony Duffeleer, Steve Herzeel, Carl Desmet, Helene 
Aerts, Bruno Ferro Xavier Da Silva, Saske De Vries, all people involved within 
Mixed Media within the Sint-Lucas Architectural Department, Johan Verbeke, 
Ellen Goeleven, Gerard De Zeeuw, Fredrik Nilsson, Halina Dunin Woyseth, Adam 
Jakimowic, the Brussels crew at Sint-Lucas, our Sint-Lucas students and all the 
people who helped us in the past and present to make this thing possible. A special 
thank you to all the people helping me to get a temprorary base to work from, with-
out your tables and chairs, generous warmth and internet-connections this whole 
zine-thing wouldn’t have been here...
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